Intellectual Property Litigation

Practical, client-centric
approach to IP
litigation

Related Practice
Areas
Appellate Practice &
Legal Strategies
Bankruptcy, Creditors'
Rights & Restructuring
Corporate & Securities
Cybersecurity & Data
Breach Response
Cybersecurity & Data
Privacy
E-Discovery Encompass

Whether you are seeking to
• enforce your intellectual property (patents, trademarks, copyrights, or trade
secrets) against infringers
• defend against accusations of IP infringement
• analyze your IP portfolios to monetize the intellectual property rights you have
• clear your activities to avoid IP litigation
our team works with you to address your business objectives through IP litigation.
We help clients
• Litigate IP infringement suits (both foreign and domestic), including
o Defending patent, trademark, copyright infringement claims, and claims of
trade secret violations
o Enforcing your patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets against
competitors/infringers
• Proactively seek, and defend against, administrative remedies to defeat and
maintain intellectual property rights, including
o Inter partes and continuous business method reviews and post grant reviews
at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

Life Sciences - IP
Patent Counseling &
Prosecution
Privacy & Data
Management
Trademarks &
Copyrights
White Collar Defense &
Government
Investigations

Related Industries
Banking & Financial
Services
Construction

o Patent opposition proceedings at the European Patent Office

Consumer Products &
Retail

o Trademark opposition and cancellation proceedings at the U.S. Trademark
Office

Education

o Domain name disputes at the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN)
• Establish IP matrices or “webs” to help identify would-be infringers/violators
• Conduct early case assessments, including considering the risks of bringing and
defending IP litigation with a real-world perspective of the costs involved and the
likelihood of success
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E-Discovery &
Information
Governance
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Energy & Utilities
Health Insurance
Healthcare
Hospitality & Tourism
Insurance

Manufacturing

Interdisciplinary team
• Seasoned IP litigators to effectively staff IP litigation, both large and small,
efficiently and cost-effectively
o IP litigators who have tried cases to jury verdict or judge ruling
o IP litigators who are both registered patent attorneys and “stand-up” courtroom
lawyers, and who have chemical, pharmaceutical, software, electrical and
mechanical engineering degrees and/or experience
o IP litigators with substantial stand-up trial experience advocating cases at the
Federal Circuit
o Former clerks who served on the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit as
well as district court clerks
• 30+ patent attorneys and paralegals to assist our IP litigators when needed to
provide technical assistance in IP litigation
• Highly regarded general business litigators across the Firm’s platform, including
pharmaceutical litigators, to associate when needed to provide additional depth,
experience, and case-specific insights

Our IP litigation spans the range of public and private companies and
business sectors
Our clients come from many industry sectors and are both large (Fortune 500) and
small, and range from entrepreneurs, start-ups, and medium-sized private venturebacked companies to established household names. Areas in which we have
litigated IP cases include
• Pharmaceuticals
• Automotive components
• Personal watercraft
• Software
• Drill chucks
• Flame retardant cloth
• Nutritional products
• Golf equipment
• Colored dyes
• College sports teams
• Jewelry makers
• Drink dispensers
• Gaming technology
• Wound care supplies and devices
• License plate recognition equipment
• Prenatal vitamins
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Pharmaceuticals &
Medical Devices
Real Estate
Sports
Technology
Transportation

• Clothing

Our IP litigation experience helps you
• Be ahead of the curve whether averting trespass on your intellectual property or
defending against threats from others
• Partner with courtroom IP litigators who have a deep sense for your business
• Understand the pros and cons of IP litigation from lawyers who understand it
and practice it daily
• Choose between a range of alternative fee arrangements or hourly billing ,
both of which offer substantial value given our rate structures, geographic
footprint, and cost-efficient service model
• Implement a patent litigation strategy that embraces and addresses business
needs and objectives to help give you a competitive advantage
• Conduct early case assessments to determine best course strategies for each
IP litigation matter
• Seek or defend against temporary restraining orders and preliminary
injunctions in a manner that often decides the ultimate outcome of the case
• Utilize the Firm’s e-discovery division, Nelson Mullins Encompass, to
develop your strategy and implement discovery and review processes that
improve litigation readiness
• Stay informed about your choices during IP litigation with constant
communication from your litigators
• Take action quickly and efficiently when necessary
• Make informed decisions about spending and resources for your IP litigation
• Identify, assess, and address business risks every step of the way
• Respond and advance strategies in connection with district court, appellate and
PTO proceedings
• Benefit from the experience of the Firm’s seasoned business litigators who
we associate with on particular IP litigation matters.
• Enter into settlements when your business objectives dictate
• Stay at the top or take your IP litigation to the next level with experienced
courtroom lawyers who tailor their litigation strategies to the particular matter at
hand
• Try the case when the litigation dictates going all the way

Why Nelson Mullins?
• Practical understanding of business objectives
• Cost efficiency and budget predictability
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• Deep bench of experienced courtroom attorneys
• Cross-firm and multi-disciplinary team
• Nimbleness and ability to adapt to all types of IP litigation scenarios

Experience
Following is a selected sampling of matters and is provided for informational purposes only. Past success does not
indicate the likelihood of success in any future matter.
Appellate Experience
• Argued appeal involving indigo dyes (Fed. Cir.)
• Argued appeal involving radio frequency tag technology (Fed. Cir.)
• Argued appeal involving reverse auction business method patent (Fed. Cir.)
• Argued appeal involving tactile warning surface panels (Fed. Cir.)
• Consulted regarding appeal involving influenza treatments (Fed. Cir.)
• Filed briefs in an appeal involving fire retardant fabrics (Fed. Cir.)
• Argued appeal involving college sports trademarks (Fed. Cir.)
• Argued appeal involving wound irrigation system (Fed. Cir.)
Patent District Court Litigation Experience
• Patent litigation defense in matter involving drink dispenser fitments (N.D. Ill.) – represented client against
preliminary injunction and patent infringement accusations and settled the action before having to defend against
preliminary injunction
• Patent litigation involving the enforcement of sweepstakes gaming technology patents (E.D.N.C.) –
represented the patent owner in asserted multiple patents concerning sweepstakes technology against a competitor
and resolved the case by settlement
• Patent litigation defense in matter involving pipe fittings (C.D. Cal.) – represented manufacturing client in
defense of patent infringement allegations involving pipe fittings used in disposal of chemical corrosive waste
• Patent litigation defense in matter involving multi-rated capacitor (M.D. Fla.) – defendants located in different
states in this patent infringement case involving a multi-rated capacitor
• Case asserting patent infringement in matter involving fasteners for composite lumber (D. Mass.)
– represented plaintiff asserting patent infringement relating to fasteners for composite lumber
• Case asserting patent infringement involving glass and carbon composite tactile warning surfaces (D. Mass.)
– represented plaintiff in a patent infringement case relating to glass and carbon composite tactile warning surfaces
for aiding the visually impaired
• Representing media company client in matter asserting patent infringement (E.D. Tenn.) – represented plaintiff
in case relating to television and internet reverse auction technology
• Patent litigation defense in matter involving flame retardant fabric technology (M.D.N.C.) – representing
international manufacturing company in matter relating to flame retardant fabric technology
• Patent infringement defense in case involving claims by non-practicing entity (S.D. Fla.) – represented
individual and company defendants in the competitive gaming industry in patent infringement action
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• Represented New Zealand Company in patent litigation defense – represented client in defense of matter
involving a patent directed to a honey based wound dressing. During the course of the litigation, we filed a petition
for inter partes review of the patent in suit, and shortly after the grant of IPR Petition the matter was settled
• Patent litigation defense for software client (E.D. Tex.) – represented client in matter involving software that
includes digital data structures for storing identifying information and encrypted digital secrets that allows trustees to
access the encrypted digital secrets upon verification of identifying information; the matter was dismissed
• Case asserting patent infringement and involving multi -year reexamination defense filing (M.D.N.C.)
– represented client as plaintiff in patent infringement case. After confirmation of the patent in multi-year patent
reexamination and further litigation, the case was resolved by settlement
• Defeated preliminary injunction for pharmaceutical industry client in defense of patent litigation (D.N.J.)
– represented our pharmaceutical client in this patent infringement case related to prenatal vitamins - formulation
patents. On behalf of our client, we prevailed in defeating preliminary injunction on both no likelihood of success as
to validity and no irreparable harm with respect to four patents after a 2-day evidentiary hearing
• Patent infringement defense for pharmaceutical client (D.N.J.) – represented our client in a patent infringement
case related to prenatal vitamins - formulation patents. The case was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter involving menu, reservation, and ordering systems (E.D. Tex.) – represented
client as defendant in patent infringement case related to online menu, reservation, and ordering systems. The case
was resolved by settlement
• Patent infringement defense matter involving tire balancing methods and machines (E.D. Mo.) – represented
our client in a patent infringement case involving infringement allegations concerning tire balancing machines. The
case was resolved by settlement
• Declaratory judgment action for pharmaceutical client in matter involving Italian patent owner (E.D. Va.)
– represented client as plaintiff in this declaratory judgment action against Italian patent owner of prenatal vitamin
formulation patent. The case was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter involving locomotive braking system s (D. S.C.) – represented defendant
locomotive parts manufacturer in patent infringement case related to braking systems for trains and
locomotives. The case was resolved by settlement after summary judgment hearing
• Declaratory judgment action for avionics systems manufacturing client (D. Mass.) – represented client as
plaintiff in this declaratory judgment action related to aircraft cockpit instrumentation technology. The case was
resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter involving license plate recognition technology (E.D. Tex.) – represented
company and municipality defendants in this patent infringement case brought by a non-practicing entity and related
to license plate recognition technology. The case was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter involving doors (S.D. Miss.) – represented company in this patent infringement
case brought by competitor related to technology for making doors. The case was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter involving food and drink dispensers (D. S.C.) – represented defendant client
against allegations that its dispensers infringed a patent related to temperature-controlled food dispensers. The case
was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter for pharma ceutical client involving allegations of infringement (W.D. Tex.)
– represented defendant client in this patent infringement case related to iron supplements. The case was resolved
by settlement
• Case brought by non-practicing entity against healthcare industry client (E.D. Tex.) – represented defendant
client in this patent infringement case brought by a non-practicing entity and related to patient treatment and
monitoring methods. The case was resolved by settlement
• Patent litigation defense matter relating to flame retardant fabric technology (M.D.N.C.) – represented
defendant client in this patent infringement case related to flame retardant fabric technology. The case was resolved
by settlement
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• Resolved patent litigation defense matter relating to financial institution transactions (E.D. Tex.)
– represented defendant client in this patent infringement case related to financial institution transactions. The case
was resolved by settlement
Trademark and False Advertising (Lanham Act) Litigation Experience
• Plaintiff representation in two false advertising (Lanham Act) litigations relating to prenatal supplements
(N.D. Ga.) – representing maker of prenatal vitamins against two competitors for making false and/or misleading
advertising statements regarding nutritional facts and DHA amounts
• Trademark, Copyright, and Trade Secret Litigation (M.D.N.C. and M.D. Fla.) – represented a sweepstakes
technology company in asserting trademark, copyright, and trade secret claims against allegedly pirated software
and obtained an ex parte seizure of the infringing goods, a temporary restraining order, and a preliminary injunction
• Obtained a TRO and Summary Judgment in matter for automotive clients (S.D. Fla.) – represented U.S. and
foreign clients as plaintiffs in this trademark infringement case related to personal watercraft and jet boats. On behalf
of our clients, we obtained temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction against defendants for trademark
infringement during the world's largest watercraft show and later obtained summary judgment with damages and
costs awarded to our client
• Trademark defense litigation relating to disaster recovery services (S.D.N.Y.) – represented our defendant
client in this case involving trademark infringement allegations related to disaster recovery services. On behalf of our
client, we obtained dismissal of NY litigation
• Trademark infringement litigation matter (D.S.C.) – represented defendant client in this trademark infringement
allegation matter related to tax preparation services. The case was resolved by settlement
• Trademark infringement and counterfeiting matter involving cigarettes (D.S.C.) – represented plaintiff cigarette
manufacturer against counterfeiter. Secured consent judgment for damages and injunction
• Matter involving claims of trademark infringement and Anti -Cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act (S.D.
Fla) – client in defense of a case involving claims of trademark infringement and violation of the Anti-Cybersquatting
Consumer Protection Act (ACPA), in which we obtained dismissal of ACPA claims. Ultimately settled the remaining
trademark claims
• Severed automotive industry client from group of defendants and resolved copyright and tr ademark
infringement case – represented client in successfully severing the client from a large group of defendants in a
copyright and trademark infringement case. Case resolved by settlement
• Trademark infringement, cybersquatting and unfair competition and unfair trade matter – represented plaintiff
in a case against a competitor involving trademark infringement and cybersquatting under the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 1125, and for unfair competition and unfair trade practices under New York statutory and common law
• Plaintiff representation in grey-market trademark infringement case – represented plaintiffs in the motorized products
manufacturing industry in a grey-marketed trademark infringement case
• SEO/Web Host infringement matter (D.S.C.) – represented plaintiff in a jury trial that obtained statutory damages
Copyright and Trade Secret Matters
• Defendant representation in case involving copyright infringement allegations (D.S.C.) – representing clothing
manufacturer accused of violating 50 copyrights
• Defendant and counterclaim plaintiff representation in case involving copyright infringement allegations
(N.D. Ga.) – representing clothing manufacturer executive accusing competitor clothing manufacturer of infringing
her copyright while defending executive against copyright infringement claims
• Defendant representation in case involving trade secrets (D.N.J.) – representing prenatal vitamin manufacturer
against allegations of trade secret violations made by a former licensor
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• Plaintiff representation in case involving upholstery fabric for furniture (M.D.N.C) – represented plaintiff in a
case alleging copyright infringement of upholstery fabric designs against U.S. furniture manufacturer and Chinese
fabric maker. Settled with furniture manufacturer and obtaining monetary judgment and injunction against fabric
maker
• Plaintiff representation in case involving licensing and sale of IP and other assets (W.D.N.C) – Nelson Mullins
represented plaintiffs in a case alleging alleged breach of a contract related to the l icensing and sale of certain
intellectual property and other assets
• Plaintiff representation to obtain consent order of injunction (M.D.N.C.) – represented plaintiff in copyright
infringement case involving allegations that defendant was selling integrated circuits loaded with unauthorized copies
of plaintiff's copyrighted firmware. The case resolved with the entry of a consent order enjoining reproduction or
distribution of the subject firmware by the defendant
• Plaintiff representation to obtain consent preliminary and temporary injunction (E.D. Tex.) – represented
plaintiff client in the gaming industry involving infringement of copyright software and designs. The case was
resolved with the entry of a consent preliminary and temporary injunction against the defendant
• Litigation defense in matter alleging trade secret theft allegations relating to mechanical valve systems
(D.S.C.) – represented defendant in this case involving trade secret theft allegations related to mechanical valve
systems. The case was resolved by settlement
• Copyright litigation defense related to insurance industry (N.D. Ga.) – represented defendant in this case that
involved copyright infringement allegations related to the insurance industry. The case was resolved by settlement
• Copyright litigation defense related to architectural designs (D.S.C.) – represented defendant against
allegations of copyright infringement regarding multiple architectural house designs. The case was resolved by
settlement
• Copyright litigation defense involving stained glass designs (N.D. Cal.) – represented defendant in matter
involving plaintiff’s contentions that several copyrighted stained glass designs were being used without authorization
in certain products. The case was resolved by settlement
International IP Litigation
• Patent litigation in Milan, Italy – represented defendant in a patent infringement case pending in Milan, Italy in
which both parties have asserted claims of patent infringement. Defendant prevailed on all dispositive issues at trial
except one and prevailed on appeal on the remaining issue
• Copyright litigation matter in Paris, France (Tribunal de Grande, Paris) – selected and supervised European
counsel in a copyright infringement case in France alleging that defendant sold an infringing light fixture
Inter Partes Review Experience Before the USPTO
• Inter partes review during pendency of litigation – filed inter partes review on behalf of the petitioners, regarding
a patent during the pendency of the related lawsuit. The PTAB instituted the IPR, and the case settled shortly
thereafter
• Covered business method review (PTAB) – represented patent owner in pending covered business method review
involving television and internet reverse auction technology
• Inter partes review involving patent related to flame retardant fabric technology (PTAB) – represents petitioner
textile manufacturer in an instituted inter partes review involving a patent related to flame retardant fabric technology
• Covered Business Method Review involving sweepsta kes gaming systems – Nelson Mullins served as cocounsel in a proceeding that challenged, and ultimately invalidated, two patents concerning sweepstakes gaming
technology
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